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The latitudinal-vertical structure and the seasonal variation of the diurnal migrating tide (DW1) from the troposphere to the lower mesosphere are investigated, using reanalysis data from the Modern Era Retrospective analysis
for Research and Applications (MERRA) and a linear tidal model. The observed latitude–altitude structure of
DW1 is well represented by the four lowest-order classical Hough modes each of which shows its own unique
vertical propagation characteristics. The tropospheric profile of DW1 temperature in the tropics is found to be
mainly controlled by the first symmetric propagating Hough mode. The constant phase in the troposphere is due
to the small static stability in the troposphere. The amplitude from the stratosphere to the lower mesosphere maximizes at solstices. This is caused by a major contribution from the anti-symmetric propagating Hough mode. It
is found that this seasonal variation is not explained by that of diabatic heating. Using a linear model, we found
that background zonal wind is important for the seasonality. Also, using a modified mode-coupling approach, we
interpret that in addition to primary tides generated by diabatic heating, secondary tides generated by meridional
advection of background zonal momentum have a large contribution to the DW1, creating the above mentioned
seasonal variation from the stratosphere to the lower mesosphere in the tropics. We suggest that both excitation
and propagation characteristics can be physically interpreted in terms of the superposition of independent classical
Hough modes. That is, each Hough mode is excited by diabatic heating and secondarily by mechanical forcing,
and then propagates following its own vertical propagation characteristics.

